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Abstract Outsourcing is a management approach by which an organization delegates some noncore functions to specialized and ef®cient service providers. In the era of ªglobal marketº and
ªe-economyº, outsourcing is one of the main pillars of the new way to conceive the relationships
among companies. Despite outsourcing large diffusion, huge business cases and big deals of
documentation available on network or press, there is no structured procedure able to support the
govern of the evolution of a generic outsourcing process. In accordance with the principles of total
quality management, this paper describes a proposal of a new approach for managing
outsourcing processes. The model, which can be easily adapted to different application ®elds, has
been conceived with the main aim of managing strategic decisions, economic factors and human
resources. The approach is supported by different decision and analysis tools, such as
benchmarking techniques, multiple criteria decision aiding (MCDA) methods, cost analysis, and
other process-planning methodologies. An application of the method to a real case is also provided.
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Introduction
Outsourcing (from ªoutº ªsourceº, i.e. external source) is a management
approach that allows delegating to an external agent operational responsibility
for processes or services previously delivered by an enterprise. It can be
de®ned as ª. . . the purchase of a good or a service that was previously provided
internallyº (Swink, 1999; Smith et al., 1996; Lankford and Parsa, 1999; Elmuti
and Kathawala, 2000).
Two of the most important drivers for outsourcing choices are cost
ef®ciency and production reorganization. By outsourcing, companies can focus
their efforts on core business, medium-/long-term targets and diversi®cation
opportunities (Kippenberger, 1997a, b; Underdown and Talluri, 2002; Linder
et al., 2002).
The two main actors of outsourcing processes are the ªoutsourcedº and the
ªoutsourcerº (Saunders and Gebelt, 1997). The ®rst, i.e. the ªcustomerº,
outsources his processes, while the second, the enterprise, delivers outsourced
services (the terms supplier or vendor are also used). The process owner is the

organizational interface of the two enterprises during all the outsourcing
activities (Valentini, 1999).
The last decade showed an evolution in outsourcing processes from
traditional to strategic. Outsourcing is considered traditional if a process not
considered ªcriticalº for the organization is outsourced. This is the case for
activities that do not require speci®c competencies by the supplier, like canteen
services or cleaning services. Strategic outsourcing is ªwhen companies
outsource everything except those special activities in which they could
achieve a unique competitive edgeº (Quinn and Hilmer, 1994; Venka, 1992;
Willcocks and Choi, 1995).
The Outsourcing Institute of New York estimated at 85 billion dollars the
amount of outsourced business in 1997 in the USA, with an increase of 27
percent compared to 1996 (Dun & Bradstreet, 1997).
A 1998 Pricewaterhouse Coopers study highlighted that most frequentlyoutsourced processes are related to salaries and taxes calculation, building
administration and claims management (Dun & Bradstreet, 2000). Outsourcing
diffusion in the world is not uniform; it is more extended in the USA and in
Canada, less in Europe.
A report by Dun & Bradstreet con®rms the trend towards outsourcing,
although some companies have shifted their focus from information technology
to business process outsourcing (BPO) (Dun & Bradstreet, 2000).
Actually, despite outsourcing large diffusion, huge business cases and large
amounts of electronic or paper documentation, there is a need for a structured
procedure able to govern the evolution of a generic outsourcing process (Fagan,
1991; Van Mieghem, 1999; Kakabadse and Kakabadse, 2000; Lonsdale and Cox,
2000; Finizio et al., 2001).
Many authors focus their interest only on some phases of the overall process of
outsourcing. In-depth studies have been proposed regarding economical and
®nancial aspects, giving great attention to cost analysis, especially concerning
hidden costs and moral hazards (Kippenberger, 1997a, b; Fill and Visser, 2000). In
other cases, the problem has been faced from the strategic viewpoint, emphasising
risks and advantages which can arise from the practice of outsourcing, and
highlighting the importance of contract management (Graham, 1993; Lonsdale,
1999; McIvor, 2000; Udo, 2000; Zhu et al., 2001). In most of cases, the
organizational and methodological aspects have been treated (White and James,
1998; Embleton and Wright, 1998; Hines and Rich, 1998; May, 1998; Udo, 2000).
An organization beginning a process of outsourcing should start a
benchmarking procedure to evaluate the best practice for its speci®c case
(Yasin, 2002). This paper proposes an integrated model to manage the
implementation of an outsourcing process from the ªoutsourcedº point of view.
The main aim is organizing all elements that could have impacts on strategic
decisions, economic factors, organization and human resources. The model can
be easily adapted to speci®c application ®elds.
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The model
General description
The model is organized in four main steps (see Figure 1): internal benchmarking
analysis, external benchmarking analysis, contract negotiation and outsourcing
management; these steps can be further developed in the sequence of Figure 2.
The ®rst step is the internal benchmarking analysis. The ªoutsourcedº
monitors his processes, analyzes their ef®ciency and evaluates what to
outsource, considering his core competencies. The external benchmarking
analysis regards all the interactions between ªoutsourcedº and ªoutsourcersº,
from their selection up to the strategy of relationship management. The
outsourcing time evolution is the structured outlet of the method, and the
contract negotiation is simply the result of these previous analyses and
decisions. The last step is the outsourcing management that consists in the
realisation of the planned outsourcing process.
Internal benchmarking analysis
An organizational change implies the identi®cation of outsourced core
competencies, i.e. the set of distinguishing activities in comparison with
competitors. The external benchmarking analysis is the considered tool to
monitor service levels offered and to de®ne competitors’ relative positioning in
the market (Karlof and Ostblom, 1993; Hervey and Lush, 1997; Underdown and
Talluri, 2002; Yasin, 2002).
The next step is the individualization of the processes to be outsourced. Top
management should consider and compare the ef®ciency of different activities,

Figure 1.
Scheme of a general
model for the
management of
outsourcing processes
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Figure 2.
Main steps of the
proposed model for
management of
outsourcing processes
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highlighting possible wasting of money and lack of skills. Internal
benchmarking, in this case, can be helpful in ®nding the best practice in
each management/production activity and facing the problem of evaluating the
corresponding level of ef®ciency (Kippenberger, 1997a, b; Hyland and Beckett,
2002). Since outsourcing choices are essentially driven by economic factors,
then transactional and production costs are relevant in this internal
benchmarking analysis (Kippenberger, 1997a, b).
Production costs are directly generated by manufacturing production or
service delivery. Usually, outsourcing reduces these costs providing scale
economies. An external enterprise, supplying many different customers, can
achieve lower prices and better quality service levels.
Transactional costs include all remaining costs:
.
Bargaining costs, related to negotiation between parties during contract
de®nition.
.
Monitoring costs.
.
Contractual opportunism costs, due to the general opportunistic behavior
of a contractor during preliminary phases. These aspects, as moral
hazards, are frequent in outsourcing relationships because it is not easy to
monitor a supplier’s real work or diligence (Ngwenyama and Bryson,
1999; Frost, 2000).
.
Market costs, related to the presence of a limited number of suppliers. In
this context, the ªoutsourcedº has a weak contractual power, especially in
renewal or renegotiations of a new contract. When the market offers a
great number of suppliers, the ªoutsourcedº will usually select the less
expensive one. This vendor will earn a competitive advantage over the
competitors due to a bigger knowledge of the ªend clientº, and here
opportunism could intervene (Aubert et al., 1996).
.
Costs related to managers, who try to obstruct the outsourcing process.
Choices are not only the result of a cost- or a strategic analysis; they are
also in¯uenced by power and political tactics of managers (Lacity and
Hirscheim, 1993).
Types of relationships between ªoutsourcedº and ªoutsourcerº. Many different
types of outsourcing relationships may be considered (Downey, 1995). To
analyze them, we investigate two main characteristics: ªspeci®cityº and
ªcomplexityº. ªSpeci®cityº refers to the level of reutilization of the considered
goods/process for many different uses. ªSpeci®cityº can depend on physical
location or unique skills in terms of resources and techniques. Outsourcing
relationships of processes that need speci®c assets can cause hidden costs
(Kippenberger, 1997a, b). Usually, they do not allow different uses (Van
Mieghem, 1999).
ªComplexityº refers to the dif®culty of monitoring and de®ning contract
terms and conditions of the outsourcing process (Vining and Globerman, 1999).

Two levels of evaluation, low and high, de®ne each characteristic. The
combination of the two characteristics gives rise to four types of relationships:
(1) traditional vendor;
(2) temporary relationship;
(3) strategic union; and
(4) network organization (see Figure 3).
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A detailed map of the main characteristics of ªoutsourcedº-ªoutsourcerº
relationships is reported in Table I.
Activities strati®cation. As shown in Figure 4, the model is able to suggest a
concentric strati®cation of the activities to be outsourced. According to the
model, all these activities are arranged within speci®c layers.
The ordered activities will be outsourced according to progressive ªlayersº.
This strati®cation can be obtained by an evaluation of the following criteria:
.
ªOutsourcedº technical competency: involved in the implementation of the
outsourcing process. This re¯ects the capability of the ªoutsourcedº in
managing the transition to the new organization system.
.
Total buying cost: sum of supplier production and management costs.
.
End-user involvement: represents the level of interaction between the
ªoutsourcerº and the end user. For example, a back-of®ce process has a
more minor impact on the end user than other activities, such as public
relations.
.
Core business dependencies: an activity to be outsourced is considered
more important if it is nearer to the organization’s core business.
.
Safety of involved people or machines in the outsourcing process.
.
Reservedness: guarantees the security of con®dential information.

Figure 3.
Scheme of the four types
of outsourced-outsourcer
relationships based on
different levels of
complexity and
speci®city

Customer/supplier

Short-term

Little

No essential

Productivity, cheapness,
reaction time

Cheapness

Type of
relationship

Time

Strategy

Trust

Evaluations

Price model

Table I.
Main characteristics
of different types of
outsourcedoutsourcer
relationships

Resolution of an immediate
problem

Competitive advantage,
pro®t

High and reciprocal

Follows strategy of the
company

Long-term

Partnership

Joined value creation

Strategic union:
high complexity,
low speci®city

Based on cost and shared risk Win-win

Effectiveness, process
improvement

About competencies

Joined to objective of
ªoutsourcedº process

Medium-/long-term

Hybrid between
customer/supplier
and partnership

Reach better competencies

Temporary relationship:
low complexity,
high speci®city

Win-win

Innovation, new market
creation

Maximum and reciprocal

Joined company vision

Long-term

Partnership

Better future market
position

Network organization:
high complexity,
high speci®city
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Objective

Traditional vendor:
low complexity,
low speci®city
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Monitoring process: refers to easiness of activity control.
Internal human resources: skills and know-how.

The ordering of activities for the activation of an outsourcing process is a
critical point. The conditions that can in¯uence activities’ ranking are the
degree of signi®cance of each single criterion and the ªstrengthº of the
arguments required for validating the judgement that one activity is more
ªstrategicº than another.
These issues are well dealt with by means of multiple criteria decision aiding
(MCDA) methods. The element at the basis of MCDA is the outranking concept.
An outranking relation is a model to aggregate and synthesize the evaluations
of a set of alternatives by a set of n criteria. The hypotheses required to
implement MCDA are less restrictive than those required by the utility theory
(Fishburn, 1970; Ostanello, 1985; Roy, 1991).
The implementation of MCDA methods requires the construction of a
ªrelationship matrixº (see Table II). To join criteria and alternatives (the
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Figure 4.
Example of a concentric
strati®cation obtained
with the data in Table II
(the more external
activities are selected to
be outsourced ®rst)

Activities
Criteria
Technical skills
Total cost for a process/service
Involvement of customer
Core business closeness
Safety
Reservedness
Easiness to monitor outsourcer
performance
Internal human resources

Weights

Design

Production

Procurement

0.25
0.22
0.27
0.07
0.05
0.02

O
D
X
D
X

O
D
X
X
X
O

X
X
D
D

0.10
0.02

D

O

D

Human
resources
O
O
O
O
X
O

Note: The following symbolism is used: X for a strong relationship, O for a medium one and
D for a weak one. If there is no relationship, an empty cell is shown

Table II.
Example of a
relationship matrix
for the evaluation of
activities involved
in an outsourcing
process
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activities to be outsourced) the following symbolism may be used: X for a
strong relationship, O for a medium one and D for a weak one. If there is no
relationship an empty cell is shown. The decision maker may also de®ne
different levels of importance for each criterion (weights).
The output of a MCDA method is a ranking of activities to be potentially
outsourced (concentric strati®cation, see Figure 4).
External benchmarking analysis
Outsourcer evaluation. The aim of the external benchmarking analysis is
supplier selection. The ªoutsourcedº can choose to cooperate with a single
ªoutsourcerº, more independent suppliers or different ªoutsourcersº
coordinated by a single vendor leader. Relevant strategies are single vendor,
multiple vendors or integrated suppliers:
.
Single vendor (single ªoutsourcerº). The two organizations (ªoutsourcedº
and ªoutsourcerº) work together, the vendor understands client needs and
offers better services. The weakness of this strategy is the ªlossº of a
ªbest-of-breedº performance.
.
Multiple vendors (more suppliers managed by the ªoutsourcedº). This
strategy implies a signi®cant effort to monitor and co-ordinate more
vendors; however, it allows better services and lower costs.
.
Integrated suppliers (more suppliers managed by a single ªoutsourcerº).
This approach presents the same advantages as the two previous ones.
The ªoutsourcedº has less co-ordination problems; he interacts only with
main outsourcer, responsible for the performance of all suppliers.
The best strategy is selected again by a MCDA method. Selection criteria are
the following: market positioning, price, technical quality, ability to manage
ªoutsourcedº-ªoutsourcerº relationships, and possible previous contracts.
SLA and ef®ciency curves. In this section, we face the problem of designing
outsourcing relationships and their targets. First of all, the ªoutsourcedº de®nes
the service levels of the process, the so-called service level agreement (SLA). The
SLA is a commitment between process owners and the respective teams,
included in the contract. In the big companies, the service level management
(SLM) completes this task. It consists of a group of experts that monitors,
controls and evaluates service levels and manages supplier relationships.
The evolution of suppliers’ performance can be performed by the so-called
ef®ciency curves. For each SLA index, we de®ne two curves: the ®rst draws
targets to achieve; the second describes the outsourcing process performance
during the implementation phase.
For each phase we suggest a two-axis representation: the time axis shows
scheduled controls and check moments established by the parties. For each
SLA index, an ideal curve with foreseen and effective values is drawn. From
these graphs we are able to study the gaps between the two curves over time.

When targets are reached, new activities can be outsourced. Figure 5 shows
ef®ciency curves for a SLA index in a two-phases process. Ef®ciency curves
allow the representation of trends of performance, budget and realized values
in terms of time, money, and people. Curves for different SLAs may be
parallelly developed.
Contract negotiation
The contract development step, as in Figure 2, is the formalization of the
relationship between ªoutsourcedº and ªoutsourcerº. We do not mean that an
outsourcing process is successful if everything is ªcrystallizedº in a contract.
Nevertheless, it is important to formalize the kind of relationship, its time
development, the expected targets, the criteria of evaluation to be utilized, and
the way to address any controversy (Graham, 1993).
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Managing outsourcing process
Time evolution. Targets and check moments are jointly de®ned by ªoutsourcedº
and ªoutsourcerº. For managing the time evolution of an outsourcing process it is
necessary to ®x performance levels for SLA indexes, check moments and
tolerated gaps between objective and realized curves. If tolerated gaps are
exceeded, the outsourced analyzes the reasons and provides corrective actions.
A reason for exceeding foreseen gaps could be the incorrect de®nition of
SLA values or check moments to achieve them. Bad performance could also
depend on activities’ arrangement in progressive layers (as discussed earlier). If
none of these causes is the reason for the exceeded gaps, the ªoutsourcedº
should reconsider his strategy and think about re-insourcing the process
(backsourcing), i.e. re-conduct activities again within the organization.

Figure 5.
Diagram of ªef®ciency
curvesº for a two-phase
process. Each control
highlights the gaps
between expected and
performance curves
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Figure 6.
Example of the general
structure of the ªtest
benchº (see text for
details of how the tool is
structured)

The ªtest benchº. The method introduced here for the management of
outsourcing processes can be applied by following a series of structured steps.
In order to analyze the situation at hand in every single phase of the process,
each step is organized to operate in the most effective way.
This ªstep-by-stepº approach can also be employed as a kind of ªtest benchº
for the evaluation of different strategies in the management of outsourcing
processes.
The test bench has a general structure (see Figure 6) which can be
articulated as follows:
(1) de®nition of the phase of the outsourcing process to be implemented;
(2) collection and evaluation of all the possible information about the
outsourcing process;

(3) application of the proposed method and study of other possible
alternatives;
(4) analysis of results; and
(5) next phase.
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This procedure can be easily implemented as a software tool to guide
ªoutsourcedº choices during the evolution of the entire outsourcing process.
A case study. The test-bench tool has been applied to the outsourcing of the
information technology department of an international automotive company.
The contingency of the case has allowed a complete application of the method
during all the phases of the outsourcing process (Cap Gemini Ernst & Young
Italia, 2000).
The implemented procedure presents a conceptual structure very similar to
the one described in Figure 2. Every phase faces an aspect of the outsourcing
process and de®nes the possible actions the ªoutsourcedº should achieve.
From the detailed analysis of the sector to be outsourced, three major
activities have been de®ned: the information technology (IT) management; the
help-desk service; and the on-site services for the monitoring and resolution of
information-system problems. These activities have been outsourced in this
speci®c order, de®ned by means of the described strati®cation technique (as
discussed earlier).
For each activity, as a result of a benchmarking analysis with other similar
services, the SLA targets have been de®ned. For example, referring to the helpdesk service, we de®ned three priority levels, and, for each of them we ®xed the
maximum lead time for the resolution of the relative problems, and the
percentage of solved questions into the de®ned time limit. The obtained values
for the ®rst four months of activity in the new ªoutsourcedº arrangement are
reported in Table III.
The application of the described methodology to the outsourcing process of
the IT department has achieved two remarkable results:
(1) a growth of a more conscious vision and utilisation of the IT resources;
(2) the introduction of a rationalised methodology for supplier selection, and
the application of a structured approach for performance evaluation.
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Furthermore, the proposed approach has also led to the solving of the problem
of managing a domain technologically separated from the core activities of the
company.
Conclusions
The aim of this paper is to present a general model able to analyze and drive an
outsourcing process throughout all decisional steps. The main innovation of
the proposed approach is a dynamical vision of the outsourcing problem, which
permits the taking control of and redesigning of the targets of outsourcing
during the evolution time of the process. The method is also able to stimulate
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Table III.
SLA indexes for
behavior for the
help-desk service
described in the
reported case study

Priority 2
Priority 3
Maximum lead time (h)
20
32
Fixed percentage
88
80

1 month

Obtained values (%)
SLA satisfaction

100
Yes

98
Yes

0
No

2 month

Obtained values (%)
SLA satisfaction

100
Yes

89.4
Yes

66
No

3 month

Obtained values (%)
SLA satisfaction

±
Not appl.

92.7
Yes

±
Not appl.

4 month

Obtained values (%)
SLA satisfaction

±
Not appl.

94.2
Yes

100
Yes

Note: For each period, three priority levels have been de®ned. The maximum lead time for
problem resolution and the percentage of questions to be solved within de®ned time limits have
been provided. In some periods, the index has not been calculated because of the lack of calls
Source: Cap Gemini Ernst & Young Italia (2000)

the ªoutsourcedº to dedicate more effort towards the analysis of organizational
aspects and towards processes de®nition.
The study highlights the need for a structured benchmarking theory and
best practices in outsourcing. The described methodology tries to ®ll in in the
gap still existing between the common practices and a best-structured approach.
Outsourcing can be an excellent way to improve processes, but at the same
time, if improperly used, it might lead companies to loose their skills and
knowledge, which are dif®cult to recover.
From the analysis of the case study, it is possible to assess the advantages
that an organization can achieve by applying a structured approach to
outsourcing. In particular, the results obtained by the case study highlight a
more conscious vision and utilisation of the IT resources, the introduction of a
rationalised methodology for supplier selection, and the application of a
structured performance evaluation.
Future developments of the method will be dedicated to further application
of the ªtest benchº to other practical cases, in order to validate the ef®ciency of
the methodology in different situations, as well as to the study of a similar
procedure to manage the reverse problem of backsourcing.
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